
BCC: A~:m%lt:b,.,,. 
Subject: Training Notes (I didn't know what •i had al~y~@.\§*.:'.f.::1!1!.nt them all) 

Laura I think that this is all of my notes so Far. #lilt ··.·-:,~;'W:ff!lil(i)fJf° 
Thanks. 
Shella T. Nations 
Consumer Service Representative 
Remington Arms Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 700 
Madison, NC 27025-0700 
Phone: 336-548-8772 
Fax: 336-545-7801 '" 
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1 IOO's & 1187's 
The I JOO came out in 1961. Jt was the first gas op 
was the 1148 and the 115 8 (semi auto not fully g 

lbis is an assembly line gun. lt has common pa 
the 870. 
Instead of pumping it is cycled by gas. 

Instead of the magazine guide on the barrel 

The shell latch is on the: 

Prior to this 

. specific. 

gazine that the barrel seal goes 
s on the action barn. As this 

'· hes the action back forward. As 
x 
~It also has an action lock-this must 

On new 

-~~on the action bars. These keep the fore end in the 
':_::'eeps the barrel tight.) 

"' e bolt. This fits into the cut in the bolt (fits in the slide). 
t holds the operating handle in. 
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NEVER PULL TRIGGER WHEN THE TRIGGER ASSEMBL· .. 
break the gun. The hammer hits the carrier latch and it:: ks. 
but it needs to be adjusted (bent back and forth with pif_ h 
assembly then it doesn't need adjusting. 

If they break the carrier release then they need to 

The 1187 magazine tube (stainless steel) is sil 
The I I 00 is carbon 

The indention on the magazine tube is forth 

The bbl guide stud is an entrical part. It k: 
It just fits into the cut into the bbl. Yol!l_ 
without it The only way to replace it is ·1 . 
new serial number). Advise consumii~f{) leave~ 

i"~~ 

it breaks ii is no big deal. 
need it The gun can shoot fine 
ole receiver (which v.ill have a 

.. y really don't need it. 
§J~~f 

The part that looks like tweezers i :· .,,. led . I 
the action bars. 

because you have an ac . 

The receiver a 
Magazine 
Magiizine 
Magazine 
Follower 
Action 

. of the firing pin. This must be 
the receiver from the bolt-it stops 

itig. It reverses the force. 

of a bolt that is inside the stock. This is 
spring-the nut goes on this. 

ri'' "" the action tube. Push the spring down and 
l sprlhg out carefully. 

·=&,~. the spring. The link pushes against. 
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~f,,,, ... 
When the 1100 came out it was awesome-it was gas operated:< 
greatly reduced recoil (this is due to it using recycled gas) 

1100 and I 187 have least amount offelt recoil of a.n 

The 1100 was a great f:,'1.Jn but you had to buy targ 

The 2 o/. inch bbl had a Vat the end of the seria · 
~ 

3 'h inch shells don't cycle reliably yet. 

JJOO AND ll 87 BBL'S DO NOT INTER 

The 1100 has a flat bbl guide 
The 1187 has a relief cut on the bbl gu\ .. ,. 

o keep the receiver from 

When the 1100 or 1187 aren't 
1. ·Check the bbl seal-look 

Try to stretch-if it w; 

.. the I .. round and jams the second, 
·'g, dry rotted, or stretched too much. 

·rubber and it's not a real bbl seal. 
2. Piston Assembly · .. 

kind that we use 
they cracked had 
the cuts are op 
Consumers 

3. Magazine tu.be n 
nylon brus · h 
scrub. Fi : 
After cl · 
offwh'?J 

4. The aetl 

te parts in '98 went to the snap together 
separate pieces that didn't snap together 

part with cuts you have to make sure that 
. If they are lined up the gas escapes. 

·"'" e, piston and piston seal, are clean too. 
er clean. To do this get a bronze bristle brush or 

. bore action cleaner (or rem oil) and scrub, scrub, 
either or 000 will work. 

oil. Tfyou oil before you store it, make sure to clean it all 
back: out. 

e (in the stock) must be clean. The spring can also get worn 
", be replaced. You can use a .45 cal bronze brush and 
· ction tube. Do not put oil on the tube (can put a 
ring) . 

.. oken (rroin pulling trigger with trigger assembly out of 

d piston seal and piston. The bbl seal may be stuck in the gas 

Cont'd 
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7. If a consumer complains about having a cut. 
OK it won't hurt anything. Consumer's will 
ban: go into the action sleeve. This is al 

8. ff a consumer takes their piston and pi 
seal, 
It may be stuck in the gas cylinder. 

9. The link needs to follow the ben i 

His action then he may have put 
the action sleeve follower. 

10. lf someone calls in with a h 
(shiney) or steel. Send consun'i' 

11. Always remind people. 
12. lf the bbl 1:,ruide stud · . 
13. The interceptor latch, 

the correct tool). If 
interceptor stud, 
RARC. 

stainless steel. The magazine tune on an 
. at the weld. Send to the factory. 
·fver then it is trashed. This can't be fixed-
:~ . 

16. Fore ends rm is less than 2 yrs. old then send them one 
for free. t ··et .. then send it in. 9 times out of 10 we will 

replace§J>r . . '~=~ 
17. lfit w3Ji\Fcycl.~}.)S inc · .. ·'~ads it mainly has to do with the carrier latch (it 

will ~ adj~ifg-send in to the factory) 
18. rr· A'· ·'n~inchloadsaskdotheybaveabblsealaciivator. Ifthey 

do they are talking about then they don't have it 
19. T er magnum has a gas cylinder collar built into the fore 

" ~ hat they don't have one then have them look in the fore 

liar keeps the gas cylinder spring from popping off This 
re the fore end goes on. 

perature was 32 degrees or below and the !,'tin j a.ms then it is 
· uch oil causing the problem . 

. be breaks off then they need a new receiver. 
. umer' s gun is ported and the problem is not cycling correctly then 

to take back to the person who ported il and have them open the 
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Subjec1 to Protective 

24. To get the bbl on the action must be open. 
25. If gun owner presses the bbl release with the bbl off, 

unstuck sometimes a gunsmith must fix. 
26. If they say that there are 2 spots (or some 

out of bbl these are the orifice tubes. 
27. One way to keep the choke tubes from 

grease on the threads. 
28. "What spare parts do l need to carry? 

A couple of bbl seals 
(1 set) Piston assembly 
Link 
Operating handle 

29. Are bbl's and actions heat treated 

2 ~" shells have two orifice holes. 
3" shells have one orifice hole. 

On the 1187 the lllll.gazine tube i 
On the 1100 the magazine tube 

you can get 

On early testing of the 1187 it,,~ .... 
blow the top of the magazi .. 0"·., 

s pressure fTom 3 Y," shells would 

spray or an air compressor. Put one drop 

• s"the button that presses against the receiver 

·ace ship shaped piece that slides on the action bars right 
e action sleeve . 

.. e slide and it is held in by a detent ball and detent 
. ·e: has cuts in it so that it will fit early and late models. 

e in light contour and standard contour. 
:,).993. ·All LT contour have a decreased outside diameter. This 
}bf the gun. Since the bbl was smaller the inside contour of the 
fer. 

. SP bbl, cantilever are alt standard contour fore ends. 
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. ...--··· ...... 

There is metal instead offiberglass bed(. on the super magnum. 
,. 

The gas cylinder collar keeps the gas cy Hl popping off. This needs to be 
on before the fore end goes on. fJ~J' 

&tl~. 
Some 2 Y. inch II OO's won't cyenr .. .,, ... . ay to correct this is to make orifice 
holes bigger.(Don't tell anyone-ifthW;: , I fix but it will void the warranty.) 

\ ..... -~~«·=--r~~ . 
The 1187 turkey bbl 23" anlt(!~l~:,;:~• turkey bbl are not gas compensated. BOIB 
ARE FOR MAGNUM LO· ·: S ONL T-WIDL NOT CYCLE 2 V. lli'CH SHEil..S. 

. . '~ "$~~~-:: . 
TI_ie differen~es in the p ' . _,, ~:~~£~~,er:gf'1e consumer version are: 

~:;i,:~hex~~ 
The bbl support if f md£Hllat is welded to the magazine tube inside the 
receiver. 

ut 2 years ago. It is gas compensated and it has a bbl seal 
lllle (not just on light loads). The only time that this comes 

., 
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Subject to Protective 

If the .brun is ported it won't cycle, it lets off too much gas. 
to the person who ported the gun and have him open the gas ori 

You must have the action open to get the bbl on. 
IF A PER.SON PRESSES TiiE BBL RELEASE 

. YOU CAN GET IT UNSTUCK AND SOMETIM 

You can almost NEVER wear out a shotgun bb 

A quality concern is the gas cylinder falling o 
shoot their bbl off. 
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22's (All are Rim Fires and all begin with 50) 

Next after muzzleloaders was shells and rim fire was t .. 

A1 this time you can only get 22 'sin rim fire. 

The most predominate model is the 597. This w 
llian. We started shipping this gun again in 199 
This fuctory has 75,000 square feet A couple .... 
is where our research and development facilit£W!iocated. 

,!1tr*· 
Model 597 is semi-auto (autoloader) magazf~"@fl~-»:,- ·· is gun directly compares with 
the Ruger 1022. We are much more accurate. W iir long rifle and magnum. 
Magnum is ju st the same case with mor 
YOUCANNOTJNJERCHANGE 
This .b'Ull retails for between $14 0 and s1 
It is offered in a synthetic stock or a ti . inated s 

We make a 552 and a 572 that hav.i 
than the 870 these are our oldest '"' 

~~-:.;.$: 

The 572 is pump action. 
The 552 is semi-auto . 
These guns are twice as exp_. 
fancier overall than the 59, 

The 552 is the only sem 
Long Rifle-Short) 

-.· ... -...-.; ···:·. 

.;. 

7. rii~y are tube fed, better wood, and 

Other 

These models were the 541 and the 58 l. 

e orange (or whatever color) piece that pushes the cartridges 

-~.,;~s;}!plds 10 ro~nds. The magnum holds 8 rounds. 
Jrlli:lre;:1my magazine that holds more than 10 rounds. This 
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The 597 supports a telescopic scope. We have a 597 scope m , 
scope on by tip off rings that are pretty industry standard (cheap 
come with the scopes). 

We make a heavier barrel version-they disperse hea 
Heat makes metal expand 11nd acam1cy i;uffers. H 
(steadier). Target i,runs usually have the heavier 
rifle and roagaiine, has scope mol!nt rail standa 

. ADL are more rugged - not as fancy less exp 
BDL is funcier wood, different finishes on . 
Both have the same action. 
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597's ~ 
.. ::.~~~~~::: 

.... :.... ••• .. ~~· • ::j_ 

59_7 was the first gun t-0 C:01:1e out of the Mayfield pI~lf&fr,_~ene · ·-,d~:96. We 
shipped the first one out lil 97. ~.-=~=~fh-;:~~~= · , .,. 

··~-~=~~~~: -:~: 

te,semi-autc1:=·d' The 597 was to be inexpensive, lightweight, very,.,, 
.<~'ff 

Mayfield is all modem machinery. Computer '-W.; 
(and the 710). This was made specifically for NUyfield. 
l" projects. Mike Mckinney was the designiP. ,~gineer. 

<{~§: ... 

Rimfire guns in general have been made the s 

'·'.:~.:h~dy to design this gun 
'iW.&Wine ofElizabethtowns 

·.·.··:;:::;::· 

:+-years. 

~

"'ension needed -then inserted The· 597 is not hammer forged. lt is bu . 
with a mandrel that cuts the rifling in 
metal. This makes for better accurac:'.l:b:~ 

utton rifling is less stressful to 

receivers now are made of air er "'' 
to hold the bolt. No pressure on~:1: 
Both of the above parts are restri 

BBi ext. is held onto receiv 
The rear site is the same as· 
several different parts: 
Base 
Base slide 
Aperature(has V to b 
Two base screws 

~~~~: 

ight but you can still get them off. 
ONLY ON FIREARMS 

Rear site is 

t to RARC's but a new gun is cheaper so we don't really 
receivers need to come back to Ilion-( NOT 

~AN GUN TO FACTORY-ALWAYS FIND A REPAIR 
·~{; ... ....... :~t::: . 

111e only part that folks can get is the whole thing 

s v. Remington 
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~if fl 
The hold open only works w/empty magazine clip. It lets yo1f 
and prevents dry fire. 

597's will only go on safety if gun is cocked. This is-

597 is cycled by gas 

The bolt assembly is made to specific weight. 
the spent shell recocks the hammer. 

***The stock: assembly on the 597 doesn't <J:'.::· 
Technically this voids the warranty on the s "'"~" 
voids the warranty though. · 
Drill your hole about 2 inches from the .· 

The ridges on the inside of the stock m~t~ 
Barreled action is what you have left 
Barrel 
Receiver 
Trigger assembly 

We don't sell the barreled acti. .. 
Rear site assembly has: 
Base 
Slide 
Elevation screw on side(t 
side are for reference Q!Jl 
Apenure (top pan 
Wiadage screw-ho! 
Base{is held on by ' 

Trigger assembl 
Take pin out p 
Parts are: 

} ar with the stock. 

This consists of: 

Hold open 
Hold open 
The hold o enough to stop the bolt from coming open. 

· y is all that people can purchase separately. (Can'! have 
"ther) mus! buy trigger housing assembly. 

J€1eaner after trigger housing assembly comes out. 
he action springs and the bolt action. 
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Subject to Protective 

_.;::::·:-.. 

.. .,.· 
Dual bolt guide rails are a major feature of this gun. All ot :._; .... ·. 
one bolt guide rail. By putting two the bolt comes back at the sa<«·. 
Consistency leads to accuracy. That and the buttoned[~iling are w 
more accurate. That is why this firearm is as accur3tci·~~~<· · · 

et have only 

If this gun is jamming it is usually the clip or eject 

Rubber between the bolt action screens is called 
bolt from slamming into the back of the receiv · 

The operating hlmdle(pulls right out) pulls b 
disassemble the bolt. Take out the guide ra1 
put in loose tighten until stops then back o 
guide rail and action springs out· __, 

t 
Parts included in the bolt assembly are: 
Extracior (pulls spent round out of · 
Extractor spring(inside extractor) . 
Extractor pin (RARC Restricted b 
must fit properly for head space) '" 

Head space is lining up ofbolt,. 
gun will go boom . 

. : .. ~~~%~;· 
You have t~--take this out to 

~ws (at back)_ These must be 
- these are out take bolt 

lfhead space is incorrect to a point 

Inside of the bolt is the fi · 'sis the firing pin return spring_ 
return spring. 
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7400 (Autoloading, Centerfire) 
7600 (Bolt Action) 

The 7400 that looks like Stainless Steel is not. 

ode! looked kind oflike Titls gun was made from 1955 to 1960 as a mod. 
the modern 7400. After 5 years and then 1960_,_·· 
of this model were produced and :V. of them ll!g
In 1980 we came out with the 7400. This ~.::· 
742. The only interchangeable parts betweefli'' · 

~~tb.e 742. Over a million 
1 being use· ~~q~f 

and the magazine clip. 

bout 20 different changes from the 
.~!k the 742 are the butte stock 
~1tJ~= .. 

~"'=-=~ . ::~~1%~ 
Any autoloader h;as more meu:I to met~:~~: ri"S-;lt action. They just won't last as 

long as a bolt action. Some thmgs th~~17il ... ,,,l~i; are: 

inside the box that we use to ship 'ns tia~e storef'it a chamber brush. This is so 
that the consumer can scrub the er. .~"{@AJqJ!~J~..EASON FOR THE 
COMPLAINT OF "TIIE GUN ,, "J.S~K DIRTY CHAMBER. You will 
see notes to this effect on the re-~ en xef.mJheck in SAP. 
The 7400 has to be cleaned rrom : ::<:VI toward the breech (just opposite of 
most) arid this makes it hard a . §This is why the chamber brush is 
included. Consumers MUS·... her ·cleaned. 

il~1· 
The operating handle is 
taking the magazine out 
be hard for a reason. 

Trigger plate pins{ 
plate off. /ii, 

All guns use th~: 
~: 

~~~ ........ . 
in. You ci&i}take out the operating handle without « .. 

• N pin out This is hard to do. Tt is made to 
em to do it. 

Push the pins out to take the trigger 

s two little arms that go to the seer and disconnector. 
-: the back of the bolt to fire. If disconnector is broken 
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7400 (Autoloading, Centerfire) 
7600 (Bolt Action) 

The 7400 that looks like Stainless Steel is not. 

Titls gun was made from 1955 to 1960 as a mod.\h s ode! looked kind oflike 
.::*··=-=- x )<.,. •• 

the modem 7400. After 5 years and then 1960,~~ .. }1$~ 742. Over a m11l1on 
of this model were produced and 31. of them ll!i(~I being useifNJi 
In 1980 we came out with the 7400. This tN.W··· bout 20different changes from the 

~~-·.. .. 
742. The only interchangeable parts betweeif" .. d the 742 are the butte stock 
and the magazine clip. 

Any autoloader h_as more meu:I to metaJJi;, 
long as a bolt action. Some thmgs that mll 

Inside the box that we use to ship th 
that the consumer can scrub the chi' 
COMPLAINT OF "THE GUN __ _:'' 
see notes to this effect on the re '~ 
The 7400 has to be cleaned rrom t 
most) arid this makes it hard tg, 
included. Consumers MUS{.,; 

$\ff··· 
The operating handle is P, x.>:i~=: 

·taking the magazine out 
be hard for a reason. W 

They just won't last as 

take out the operating handle withoul 
pin out This is hard to do. It is made to 

em to do it. 

Push the pins out to take the trigger 

lu~s two little arms that go to the seer and disconnector . 
. ~:::»=the back of the bolt to fire. If disconnector is broken 
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,.,-·~. , . 

The best advice is DON'T OIL AT AIL. Iflhey oil the gun ·· 
clean it all off. Clean with Rem Action Cleaner on trigger.(Put 

er lhen 

the top of the trigger and one drop on the top of the p r). 

Cycle of operation (7400)-is when you pull the bolt 
lugs on the bolt into the barrel. This automatically 
trigger the sear lets loose, hits the bolt head-fiiin 
barrel. 

There are 3 locking lugs in the bolt of the 74. 
There are orifices in the barrel that push gas. '" 
cycles gun. 

To clean just use Rem aclion cleaner. Y $',, 
barrel. DON'T DO TIIlS-to clean just,~: 

. '~. 

Probably the biggest mistake that p 

for recycling. This gun uses ine .. 
many clothes can be detrimental·'.:~ 

Don't store this gun open-it b' 

;,,'"":!With out removing the 
er and spray the fool out of it. 

,hold it tight against your shoulder 
get force. A recoil pad or too 

-: . mpletely forward and the gun fires. This is 

ltwas 

.ange the accuracy of the gun by loosening it up. It will 
e after market products that have a swivel screw on them 

g on this !,>un is a barrel band. This clamps on the end of the 

open to work on these guns an empty magazine has to be inserted. 
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,~,1!~~1~i~11~1!1~@ir 
The 7400 is held to the same accuracy standards as a 7600. MQ::_.:·:-'· .. e bolt actions 
are more accurate. ·.:::'; 

Both the 7400 and the 7600 come in both long action-
in magnum calibers-they never will. 

Model 7600 Bolt Action·(s~-!l~~~-= 
~f'4==t 

The 7600 uses basically the same parts-bolt 
that it cycles-auto vs. b?lt. 

We used to use press checkering (smoo ,:: .. = "! ut (rougher) checkering. 

DO NOT USE HORNADY LlGHT MA ERAL HIGH POWER. These 
are basically just rei,rular cartridges .a liot 1011 :•-- ·,··,i .. ·oT USE THESE IN ANY 
GUN THAT WE PRODUCE. Stu. • ··~o m'*-e 'mr higher pressure and it isn't 
good fur the firearm. To use wo ofht1!1ng the chamber and wearing out 
thegUIL ~ 
Using this ammo causes heat chl° of rippled effect in the rifling at the 
top oflhe b_arrel. Bad reloads will do' 

When troubles 
Ask tempera . 
What.kind o 

dejects the shell immediately-THIS IS 
t would cause vapor lock. 

· rd pressure to close the chamber or it 

-~d send to factory. 
··· :-oblem-is it the ejection, bolt override, or 
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Subject to Protective 

Consumers can't get: 
Trigger 
Sear 
Sear spring 
ISS and Triggers are restricted to RARC's. 

Tfa consumer is adamant about changing the tri' 
the l!OO, 1187,870 trap, skeet gun sear screw. 
Unless the consumer already knows that this 
will tell you the part rrumber that they need). t • 

s v. Remington 
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870 Pump Action 
The 870 came out in 1950 and it works basically 
were the first ones to have production line firea 
produced on the line. The 870. is the best sellin 
only gun that there has been more manufacturw_~ 

All of the first·870's were called Wingmast .'."· 
Express came out in 1987. «i. 

The 12 gauge is the most popular and the,. 

The 870 uses the common fire co 

The carrier is a longer black pi 
to that. 

'".:.Y 

... the early pump action. These 
~ ... ,., ... :~'Jer made. 

·w<;~:-

ety gn shotguns. The gun won't go off when 
... safety. Model 700 is a sear block safety. 

o .,.,~.·away) 
· e tube) 
"'tjlls holds the ammo in the magazine tube) 

·~lets go the RH shell latch comes over and catches 

·.. forward the LH shell latch takes over again. Pull back and 
lunger, and extractor spring extract shell. 
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Subject to Protective 

The ejector needs to be installed at the factory or by a qualified 
heated up and gun has to be refinished (about $100.~ 

When the shell is in the chamber, ready to go, the c 

On top of the action bars sits the slide assembly· 
The bolt assembly sits on top of the slide. 
inside the bolt is the firing pin and the firing pi 
On the end of the bolt is the extractor and 
The appr. 2 Y2 inch piece that kind offlops ;x · 
The locking bolt moves up and down as the iM . 
This locks into the cut on the barrel extension ( 
(You are locking the bolt into the end o(. 
Locking bolt 4 

. It has to be 

You only want the gun to go off in tlj~cked po is holds the force back. If 
you barely move the fore end it woWf~o o~c It stops the firing pin from 
moving·forward to unload push a%~· bar k$ •• e o,~ side of trigger. 

i~~::.=: ~ ... 

The fore end assembly includes:~'tl } 
Action bars 
Action tube 

all common fire controls. 

,· ack into the receiver. Always make sure 

onto the magazine tube. 
···\awe assembl ·<·:i~tt{t y. 

This must come to the 

s use. Silver solder consumers can't do. 

'ii to RARC. Tell consumers to use RARC or factory. 

All other manufacturers forge the 

s v. Remington 
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Subject to Prolective 

The receiver assembly consists of: 
Ejector 
Receiver shell latches (LH,RH) 
Magazine tube 

.j~· 
"i:.:~f' 

.-ffl~t 
To get the receiver assembly a person must have Once fn'"a while we sell to 
RARC 's but not often. 

Shell latches are held in by staking. 

When putting barrel on the action must be o'i 

The action bar release is on the trigger as 
loads or rounds. ~t1~! 

The cut in the barrel is called the 

The locking bolt on the bolt 
extension. 

Air oflhe parts of this 
face the sarne direction 

'~·'.-.. The fore end wrench ·· ·.· 
-:-:~~~i; 

The cut o!I the fore:~fili i 
$,ff \~~~~-· . 

ctors. 

·sin to unload or kick out live 

t side and a rounded side. All flat sides 
the same direction). 

This is_ 8II expansion joint. 

d Police models. (about $9.00) 
(about $1.00) · 

out. 
Move around and extractor comes 

by the firing pin retaining pin. On top and bottom of the bolt 
,u punch and push out The back of the firing pin has a cut in it 

It's tighter. 
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The loc:king bolt is held in by a little pin. 
rarely breaks. 

Headspacing on the 870 is controlled at the bolt face,,~:}>.i:<:-.,. 
SET BACK in the barrel-the cut gets bigger and thi~~lflK · 
can use the oversized locking bolt to fix this some2&r (bring Jt" 
doesn't work then the consumer must buy a new . · · 

The barrel guide is on top of the barrel. 

The trigger plate pins-there are two (front sr{'. · 

A consumer can buy almost any part of this gun. · ~@%% 

The sequence goes: i~:~ i!~[~f,~M~t~~~t\W 
Carrier ;@~~--. 
Carrier dog (activates the bolt and th~·- i~og lifts 'i~iftW.%t 
Carrier dog spring (this and the car · og efiwger hetP'"ilctivate the carrier dog) 
Carrier dog plunger" " " " /f§_?/· ~it~ " " " " ...... . ~ ......... ;.-:: .. 
Carrier pivot tube (carrier pivots · · • <Wlate screw goes on this) 
Carrier pivot tube detent spring ~: .. $.WV 
Hammer pin JW; 
Hammer pin (slides in hamm 
Hammer pin washer l 
Discorutector (is also held. 
Action bar lock (makes 
Action bar lock spring . 
Sear 
S . ~43~~~"=:i:; .... ear spnng .,, . ., .. ,.,.ill,.,, .. ._, 

=:~ ::~ pl~;~,~~;~~!(i,l1i1~1iJi 
Safety ~-=¥J.~ ···"~ii 
Trigger pivot pi. ,, ...... 

.~ 

r_along witb the physical sbape and cuts in the slide are 

~· 
'.allows you to when reloading if you don't push shell 
the flexie tab system allows you to keep cycling gun and 
.. gun and keep shooting. It allows the gun to cycle over that 
-' 

.. · ·J,e new flexi tab assembly you must buy a new slide, new fore 
d carrier assembly. There is a flexie tab assembly but is restricted 

is for the longer extension (22 inches long) only. 
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The standard IDJ1gazine spring is 14 inches. 
There is one that is 16 inches (called magazine spring extendedY 

To clean the magazine tube use IO or 12 ga. Bronz~&!¥.t 
around it. if.§:'='<r 

Ejector and ejector spring need to have RARC ~ e it is riveted in. We have 
had two ejectors-the first were non-magnum. . .. : .;; ~ .... ,,.... :Y in the serial number. 
The reason for the 2 l/. only is due to the ejectcM~~ll's loo sh~ · .=.JJ~~ct the J"'. We can 
change the ejector if they send it in. .,~;=--, 

FFS is Fire on Safe Release. 

Don't use stock bearing plate (a . 
to wood must buy this stock b i;, 

Receiver stud (this came off
the stock goes in to. 

The receiver assembly is 
Receiver 
Stud 
Magazine tube 

e nut at the end of the receiver that 

We put them as 

.a size is 6x48) and middle bead (middle is half the size of 

ont site and beads are screwed in. 

d (no middle bead). This is pressed in and won't come out. 
is by-a gunsmith. It has to be cut and drilled out. 

~IS : The Express Turkey gun has the same site as the 
. ' front site and middle bead). 

s v. Remington 
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Rifled sited barrels have basically model sites. 

' 
About 2 yrs. Ago we started making barrels by cold fl· 
the writing on the barrels. · 

Police barrels have detent rings on the BBL Guid 

The best way to site a gun in is at 25 feet and 

Porting on choke tubes reduces recoil. 

Police barrels and Marine Magnum have detent 
You can't put a regular barrel on a polic~< .__.. 
could loose your barrel without it .(Yoifc;:. 

. ine cap is ported. 
_. . .-eiit spring installed. You 

'"-:'• 

If they say that the long skinn ut then it is the shell latch.(This is 

staked in) 

Consumer says t 
or whatever), th 
thicker than th 
the choke tube 

the spent shell then there is probably a 
Can be filed down. 

···eds to be taken in or send to RARC & it will 
.:-::::::·· 

e ell(\,,Qfthe :'1 is not concentric (shooting off to the left, right, 
"ay say that the metal on one side of the end of the barrel is 
OK-it is from the spin polishing-if it were bored wrong then 

. ) 
ftlJ! the barrel-sometimes it's the magazine tube-send the 
~:· 

Hing out then the detent spring is missing. We can sell 

loose these pins when they pul a saddle scope mount on you take 
Jhe scope mount scope screws. Many times when gun owner's 

'..... the firearm they can't find those original pins-we can sell them 
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The vent rib is brazed on. 

The only difference in a police gun and a regular 870 !.1.;Ul~ the 
powdered metal and the sear spring is red (as oppos~tifi! . 
intentional-they don't want the g!Ill accidentally fi · ~"~~$ 

We have made 3 different styles in the 20 gauge 
the 20 gauge standard frame or full frame. The 
modified receiver, action bar assembly, etc. \I{«,~« 
known as LW's (this is stamped on the gun). ··'<::l.r 
In I9n we came out with the 20 gauge LT.,t ·· "s a true 20 gauge gun. The frame and 
everything is snialler. '"· 
PARTS BETWEEN LT AND STANDARD (LW) 
INCLUDES BARRELS! ~,.,, 

~~iii: 
TF THE SERIAL NUMBER ENDS TN X" · IT'S A STANDARD FRAME 20 
GAU.GE. WE~ON'THAVEPAR1*.f:TRY I · .,,,,;.;;,]AND GUN PARTS. 
The !Jttle frame JS all guns :from 19Jmll?~~Fheck ~al number. 
THIS IS THE SAME ON THE 11 ~ fk°:r 

~.-: ...... :.( 
h~· 

A lot of 16 and 12 gauges are th!V'., 

MA.J;~OOOOSS3"J 
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Ammo 

For Untra Mag you need thicker jacket for velocityil\t~>:~; .. 
Thicker hide on animnl thicker jacket needed. '"<·~=~~~~&f~~l\r 
To get most accurate gun ammo combo-Practi, 

Whitetail Corelock & .30-06 rifle. 

30-06 & 270 nre 99% 'of calls. 

Bullet weight x velocity =energy 

Heavier faster= more punch 

Soft Point expands better. 

Nosier Partition is a bonded b 
Not good for vnrmint .«: 

Any time you get heavie1i 
(·:-0: 

fl 
Boat tail is tAppered sma 
(perception). ,$m ,, 
Does help a little w/ Mi' 

· -ikuse helps w/accur:icy (flight 

. For more velocity & accuracy. 
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Case-brass that eneases powder holds projectile. 

Build-loaded complete ammunition in rifle. 

Cartridges are loaded bullets in Cl'.llterfire. 
Some people call the projectile a bullet but loaded 

308 is a good starting bullet This gun is good \~l}W., 
The 308 is good for varmint hunting. .B'tf/ 

With Short Action and Long Action th · 

A 270 is e. neck down .30-06. T 

Some short action guns are the 30 , 
AH vannint guns are short acti 

#use of handguns is 

·.~ . .....--,-r;~,-· 

·=·=~~f 
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209 & 209p primers will interchange. Bui contact powder 
information. 

Shorter barrel is for shooting slugs. Good for deer. 

Core Lokt is the most popular ammo in the world. 
than any other ammo OTI this continent. < 

Water fowl always uses shotgun. 
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Black Powder Notes (Scroll down to middle for pa '\. 

No one 11ctually uses black. powder any more. Too vg)~~i~:;;, .. 
. i~>~::::5~~3~~l~ii1~~~~~~~;(<. . 

Three types of product used with muzzle loaders a~9t.i? '·,,;;:,M~fj~} 
Pyrodex "'l·:l~ •. ,.,,,,,~, 

Go Ex 
Clean Shot 
These don't have nitro content of black powd · 

Barrel Action consists of the barrel action, 
B11rrel 
Action 
Bolt . 
Firing Pin Inbolt (called striker in muz' 
Bolt 
Trigger Assembly (holds safety) 
Trigger Guard 
Ram Rod 

Barrels are controlled. 

The types of projectile used 
Lead Round Balls (target · 
Pieces of lead shaped lik 
Sa.bot projectile in pla~ 
Rifiling. 20 or 30ft after 
There are two types · 
Inline (most of ours 
Sidelock (has big tllW,Jler 

··::· 

rains by volume not weight). Must use between 90 grains 
between 90 to 120. 
~> 

· · ~ectile down in gun. 
·powder. 

end is open and you have a breech plug that screws into breech. 
ainst hole in breech plug. 

' plug. On top of nipple you place percussion cap. (this is piece 
ignilte powder~it has explosive paste inside) . 

. · · · -~ipple and striker hits this. Fire goes down through nipple and ignites 
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Standard muz.zleJoader has 24 in barrel. 

-The Bedding Block is in the a~tion. 

The objective is the front part of the scope. 

For scope the screws ere called receiver pl 

·we have 700 synthetic & 700 camo stock. 

*'~* 50 & 45 the 45 is new for this year. (5Cl~tm~-
.5Q ~ 

s v. Remington 

-·--. -. ~.- -···~--·-~-...-.--- .. ,-.~-~··,-
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Our Model 700 Rifle is the most popular in the world ·· 

What makes 700 or centerfire so good is the 3 rin 
Reciever 
Barrel 
Breach plug 

Most of the pressure in any !,>un is in the Bree,c · · 
in the marlcet. (ours is the strongest in the : "' 

A couple of years ego someone made s ... 
NOT GOOD-DON'T USE IBIS!!!!!!!! -
the market. The guns blew up-no o'l@µ~d w/ o 

('-;:.~.=-=·· , . 
Bullets and powder volume make.~
advised. 

!". 

We make several different types of p 
Lead conical-chunks of lead .•• 
Balls 
Sabots 

nnsrs 

tion using parameters is 

Our guns were specifi 
general work best w/ ai:oun 
powder. The custo 

.for sj§gis. They have different weights but ours in 
.:~lllet (projectile) and 90 to 120 grains of 
. 'iirient to find out how much is best using these 

parameters. "'i->. 

Some states ban 
If they can't use 

ti 
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SAM Ml-Shooting Arms Ammunition Manufacturt:f:$ .. Jnstitute. . .. .::is. our governing 
regulator-not the federal government Federal gov~R•- o say'1iJlything_ We 
issue recalls-not the government. SAMMI makes r ati~-' · "s,..nof'the federal 
government ''"'- ... ·--«:&;·u.~= 

Shooting a muzzle)oader is not like other guns 
to find the right combination of powder, etc. 

The way to clean the bore is to use·Wonde 
jag (the little brass thing in the box with 3 ri 
back. Do this once between every shot p-

~~ 

Wonder Lube is a cleaning product for · 
Muzzleloaders can't be petroleum ba~ Wori 
based bums and leaves residue, guajmlfig ue_-:gyn. 

llfl $tW 
(::::::-:~=> t.-:=t'i$ 

It's very important to clean af~ .dSW)t! 
..:;:~ 

•-.:«;~ 

«e_en sighting and trying 
-. :.),run (bore). 

cleaning product for 
vegetable based. Petroleum 

You get blowback that goes into 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 
put bolt dissembly tool on ~;.,.. .. -w· 

assembly and bolt body-v#fijinportari:f 
all natural bore cleaner, C!t1;¥9rtex Bore 

end of season-clean bolt assembly 
um and rock back & get firing pin 

each time w/ allpowder natural cleaner, 

:!~~f·· -
You can soak parts in )?.ore I nylon brush. Do this outside. When 
putting gun up for stc{:;.,, · ''-«·». : but before using VERY IMPORT ANT to 
clean before using. --« . . .. , 

C~eiin ~de ofbolbrtside :fJfl~t]5verything-completely dry off-Dirt a_nd debris will 
stick to 1t and gu ' .. p. @:wt very Wtll w/wonder lube-all metal except trigger assembly 
for storage and I · o,dlW 

@.~f 
._,.,. bly (breech plug nipple wrench goes up into bolt 

"r··M.breech plug out. .. .:.~::.a~tt 
IMPORTANT to take wonder lube and put it on the nipple 

«~;,··:./ installing or they will NEVER get it out VERY 
hw ..... v. . 

that you shoot) talce stock off-get bucket of hot water, put in all 
(ours is a 10 to one solution). Don't do cleaning in the bathtub_ 

whole r . -=.~«<-{breech) end of gun down into water. Take clean cotton cloth with 
d and cleatfu$ jag and put down barrel. Keep pulling and pushing back and forth 

~!1~,Jp. 

• I 
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,:;::~=:::~==~~:-N::::~ 

:~)~~~1t{fff 
with the ram rod until gun is clean_ Take out of the water and. 
IMPORTANT) See two pieces of metal (seer and trigger contro :,. 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANTto get all black powder,ffi!:k.This is .,,m=<····:.sm_ All 
triggers for muzzl eloaders are stainless but they will ril~M~~m:~r only 'ff~~n gun very 
lightly with Rem Oil & wipe·off. .At:~\t ··«~~:fi~l\}:; ,, ,: .. ,, 
The bolt itself is held in w/ cam screw that goes q!WID.,wt out in the bolt. Get all powder 

off here also. if 111r1w1~1tt~lii!~~~\3:, 
To clean with Vortex (a hydrogen peroxide dealfor) comes Wil~iiittle toothpick thing_ 
Pour Vortex down barrel until I inch from _Let sit from 5 to 10 minutes. Pour 
Vortex back into bottle. Bore will be compi · <.<...You still have to clean_the 
breech plug. Dry everything-clean trigger assem . Jil~rything with wonder lube-
coat bore with Wonder Lube. Trigger .--.. · ;~_fil!_ll,lf be cleaned with Rim 
Action Cleaner (it's alcohol spray) ,¢;=· 

·..:· 

·ersion kit-uses 209 shop gun primer-same primer as in the 
roof). The kit has different nipple and firing pin assembly 

. kit is approximately $40.00. Primers are sold anywhere. 
-~--- ·able ignition every time. 

n side doesn't have bolt -il's totally enclosed in top e~cept 
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We haven't made a side lock in more than 100 years ~C.EJ>T for . 
of aruiiversary edition. II had approximately a 3 5 inc!f~~'?"· .wast 
Anniversary Special It was a flint lock custom sho .;;"8!lll~ 

. if~ 

Flint lock-the hammer hits a piece of flint for ignL,, 
f~:'§:.~!· 

We started producing the line that we have no-ilWT 
same receiver-short aciioIL · e~>t'f 

i!~~~~~~=~s~~. 
For scope mounts they would use the same ati'et."®W tar short action 700 would 
use. "'"'·~~: 

Muzzle loaders use black powder or a ~-·'''.:: 
Black powder is a nitro based solid. It is~ ... 
and corrosive. Not many peopleuse . .!tiual blac . 

"tute. We use a ·substitute. 
unstable. It is also very dirty 

i~g~r .-~~. . ··~~t~= 
We make no powder. There are o@.l.lhr~~~'tufaottl!ers in the country: DuPont, the US 
government, and one more comp.@f:L. 4\f:f' .,<i\\1f" 
The Jaws governing this manuf!iilt@€/K.... ·· · · ...... 

We have tested black powder. 
brands are go-ex and clean 
We have always used pyr 
MEASURE POWDER 

"'<;i%f~, 

•· .... 

Some other 

,: ~r control (consistency) in size of granules. Consistency 

·' ·::~~!~:-
'"' olden balls-the golden color is brass powder) 

ar)-chunky lead shaped like a bullet. These come pre-

is the sabot)-this protects the metal part-it prevents rifle lines 
.. we use core lokt bullets in ours. (In class we saw a .50 caliber 

..... :e'1t). 
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We make a solid copper sabot for one of ours because it keep They 
keep 100% of their weight where lead bullets keep about 75% of: ..... 

The only problem with solid copper is that some statij1:'.'i'·-.,=·~ · 
even allow copper jackets-it must be lead. · 
HAVE CONSUMER CHECK THEIR STATE A 

TO LOAD: 
Check the bore (make sure that nothing is alre ~· .:· 
rod put down barrel until it stops. Make am . .,. 
measure. When you first do it to make lhe 
empty. 
The best way to unload is to shoot the firea 
take the nipple off and do many more st ··" 
This gun is made to hold up to 150 gr ··= .. 
for best accuracy. These specs are to.Jie u 
Pour powder in b'lln-tap sides ofbar~\*1 get any 
powder you DO need some kind of"·:·-·~ suri.Jt.~ol. 
Put projectile in (if using round b ,. u ~tu 
lube-this creates a seal). With a".::,,:~ ··'~nica 
·this use a jag head on the ram ro<f;<::";:: .. 
ram rod down (this ruins the point on t ·e ,,,. 

, ,,__, 
·~?<.. 

·*W~~mlr 

between 90 and 120 grains 
or the best occuracy. 

ck there off. To measure 

··: ting patch (a patch with wonder 
."·push down into the gun. To do 
y down into the gun don't slam the 

ernember to take ram rod out. 

MAl<:OOOOSS4 / 
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,4lf ~*~~m~1~ll!ri1~1~r 
WHILE DOING THESE STEPS IT IS CRUCIAL THAT YGU.:: · ·=l1ffi BOLT 

OPEN AND NEVER, NEVER, NEVER HAVE THE PERCUSJ!i. 'p ONI (The 
percussion cap is a little piece of copper with primer gg!~j the botto .-~_._.,,~!.of people, 
before shooting the gun will shoot a couple primers ju((.. ~ · the flllsti)~ole and this is 
O~) ~ 
NOW put the primer (percussion cap) in the end 
instead of the firing pin.) 

Pyrodex came out 4 years ago with Pyro Pelle. 
The best accuracy comes with powder not ' 
Normally anything more than 120 grains lea; .. 
di~ 

0 

Usually a 300 gr. wt. sabot. bullet works best· 
The more powder used the bigger bullet 
Every gun is different. EXPi-.K11V1,_._,,.,, 
Start with 90 gr. powder R!ld 303 gr. wt 
works stick with it if not change up. J~~~ 

ti?' 
Wonder Lube is an all natural ve1f ·· 

.. ~;:·:· 

to 120 grain wt. powder. 

ZLE LOADERS HA VE TO BE 
'--«:' WILL RUIN THE GUN AND 

Troubleshooting ~ ·. 
X·* St 

The #1 reason that the gun' y bolt You get a lot of blow back so it's 
ssembly. Use a penny or n bolt assembly tool very important to cl~iw.J.F 

to do this. ·xl~eyi. 
$~~ .. : ... x~t:~ .. 

If the gun fires t~1~o shg_pt on ..... ipple could be oversized and 1 t1 strike seats the 
percussion cap. ·:·v nd ~~ makes gun go off 

·i~ . A~~tf; 

times, may be bad percussion caps or nipples . 

. ~~e the stock off and bend screw. (fhis is the ram rod 

This makes gun 

~~l~t 
--;~'-\}model 700 trigger assembly. lt's all stainless steel except 
ds the trigger in) 

barrel, and trigger assembly are all factory restricted. 
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The bolt is sold as the bolt body and firing pin assembly. 

both. 

The cam follower screw holds the bolt in. 



/ 

The ram rod is held in place by a ram rod spring. 

The warning on the barrel says pyrodex or black pow 

It is EX1REMELY important to put all natural lub : 
the breech plug or it can electro statically fuse to ·:. 

Never use grease or gun oil on muzzle loaders. 
any other parts just in the threads. 

Only place to use Rem Oil on this gun is l 

When storing boh assembly, spray down w/ 
before shooting. J~~' 
To get the bore ready for storage put a ~r: 

do-vm in the barrel. Jfo;:''\.,,;;~ , (~[~'@' 
We supply the breech plug nipple \ef:Mch wJ!)!.,the gu.it~~-· 

. i~m~f J~1~~~ 

_.1;ss powder. 
=~~-
::-

Use 7/16 in. deep socket wrench ...... ,.... · ····et ca pie off and put new one back on. 
The nipple is sold in the access 

percussion cap. 
It's a little more reliable than a 

>, 
::::-.. 

~"'' .,, .. caliber and ..... . 
un is 26 inch barrel magnum 45 and 50 

.-allows more powder to bum leaving Jess 

Muzzle loaders won't 

come with a percussion cap nipple conversion and a muske1 
only comes with a percussion nipple. 

>. 

'~'so caliber. The 45 caliber is new for this year. We used 
rr't any more. We couldn't get good accuracy out of the 54 

The stainless has a camo stock 

700 muzzle loader custom !,'Un. It had a thumb hole in the 

.. 1 
..... A~llams v. Reming1on 
._.,,~~-----· 
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C_leaning 

Talce a J gallon bucket and put bore cleaner in 
Talce jag and a cotton patch.. Put jag on the 
back up. When you pull up thru the barrel 1. 
Dry barrel with a clean cotton patch and the 
with patch and a finger-clean threads and wipe. 

Talce Rem Action Cleaner and spray d 
of oil in the sear .hole and one drop i 
You can also put one drop on the sa 
Get wonder lube grease and run a 
stiff brush and clean nipple and b 
and put back 
It is important to change the nip 

~ilf l!!~t~~lli~i®*;,~:!1=,}l~~;~~lF'.· 
" . 

~: 

. } use hot water to 

Put one drop 

Make sure that the top of the. 
phase and let soalc also. Y 
body. Clean firing pin as 
gun with wonder lube or, 
using. >. · 

are cleaned good. Take bolt in first 
with a caliber specific brush and clean bolt 

er and a toothbrush. For storage coat the 
to clean either of those cleaners before 

'-. .>bore. Can make 11 charge and ignite left over powder. 

, COTTONPATCHES. · 

ut of aluminum and it is threaded. This can get stripped out or 
a new one for free. 

the extension handle are made for cleaning. 
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Hex key or alien wrench (fits 2 trigger guard screws and cam'· ·. 
follower screw is used to take bolt oft) 
Ram rod extension 
(there is also a 5132 hex head screw on top of trigger rt\ ....... · .. :.::Jj~cl 

'· S%%1~< 
The ram rod extension handle and cleaning tube 
with the bolt out and screws down into the bree '~«·· 

Can buy bronze bristle brush. 

The ram rod bracket is the bracket around t 
If the ram rod keeps fulling out, take1he stock 

s v. Remington 
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Ken's Police Training Notes 

700P minute of angle out to 500 yards 
700 LPR min of angle out to 300 yards 
A 5 shot group has to be a minute from angle 

Minute of angle is approximately 1.2 (almost 1 !ti 
in graduations. Our rifles shoot that. 
(200 yards is not 2.4 inches.) 

M-24 gives minute of angle at 1000 meters _., .. 
<·, 

On average Jess lethal ammo (bean bags flas 
improved cylinder or open choke. The ( 

X' 

This goes up 

* 14 inch barrels come standard with modi are not good for less lethal 
rounds. ~~~~~~ 

.:-lf:f!' .:;%-~~:· ..... . . 

The and fore ends are short so thati@~Y ca~J.@'in th.~)ti;!.CkS 
:f~~~~: ~~~~~~r :{*~~p· 

These firearms use ghost ring sit~lm!"trilfsite i :'.:~:'=l~nted to receiver 

Trai;k lo~k ghost ring sit~ (~~~f.~ 
{radioactive type crystal) m · · 

t 187 P is gas operated n 
has a standard 1 
comes with a 

. \.vJ~.:: ... 

eryone else uses recoil based or inertia for cycling. 
11 (can get next shot off sooner) 

on loads and needs more maintenance in gas orifice holes 
"II last as long as 870. 

~W_elic (synthetic only I!!) stock and fore ends are interchangable . 
. :-.:· 
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Buckshot and slugs are mainly what police use. 

Tactical buckshot has better patterning capability. 

Reduce recoil shells reduce recoil. ;::-;.-
Our 8 pellet buck is the best (it shoots tight). AIW 
Model 700P comes in 223,308,7mm,300 win m - : 
Military designations for 700 are: ;{}i~-
223=5.56 nato ... ,,,~:f 

308=7.62 nato 

The 700P has a 26 in barrel, heavy Par __ :;:; 
aluminum bedding block system. Stock us 
Another term for Kevlar is aramid. 

· · .. -the design is different. 
.; 

Precision stock w/ full length 
I Kevlar reimforced fiberglass. 

Vermint guns doesn't use full Jen : : eddiiiilock ses partial bedding block. (The 
full lengtb goes down into the s!<}.~!it /""" 
By going into the stock it makc:S~W,U\t:: big,,_ . 

gun. • .4f]@lm;:::::~;:=·= .. ==~~J.~ 
Consistency lea4.:ift-O"il:O~ytf.lCY 

~~:{t~ --,~~~t 
We free float tbe barrel. doesn't t~a-~h tbe stock from muzzle lo end (doesn't 
touch the receiver). Th .rJSll!tis the bedding block-it makes sure that the 
action doesn't. move. · :iEf.&ces amount of barrel whip that gun has-
thicker metal better Oil can fore more rounds consistently. 

With the L TR ba 
designed this). 
Consistency 1 . 
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M~24 uses a different type rifling than conventional rifle. <t-=:· _. 

Angle on lands on a standard production rifle is 90 degrees. Th~\ . .,-..... -~ SR rifling. 
SR doesn't deform bullet .as much, bullet spins on ce~~f .. ~is bette11~~!,l~ere is less 
friction on the bullet which makes for higher muzzle :f .. ' ·.· .. . is ma~'for longer 
barrel life. ~~-=~"'"' ., 
Average barrel life is: ~~~~'1f 
M-24 10,000 rounds "·· ·-. 

~~~~~on gun ;,~gg ;:~~: ~ww 'l'''lf 
Custom Shop uses button rifling-the button ,l~t I that they::~. 
There are two types: --r.~;[· 

Push buttoning 
Pu!l buttoning 
Other guns are hammer forged. ,M 
Everyone has· an opinion on which is belt' 

<illir 
.~1 

----r-:---- -.,..----- ---·-- ------.--- - - -- --------.--- .. 
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Ammo 

Police generally use golden saber bullets. 
Most cartridges rely on liquid type tissue for expans • 
Golden sabre relies on both mechanical & hydro d 
can shoot (will expand) when shot into a soft or a 
hit soft flesh after first impact and still expand. 
Most police use this because they need to stop 

The better that a bullet expands and the faste. 
the target. '~ 

The way that 11 hollow point bullet expan 
hollow point. It is designed to make th ~ ·· 

~: 
The l shot stop ratio is about 87% 
Police bullets also have a driving b 
oflands. Our driving band is mad 
0 geige is made t touch lands. 0, .. 
and makes for better accuracy. .:" 

rooves opposed to the thickness 
ce between the lands. 

..ehind bullet. It has higher velocity 

. --,.,....._,._--,' --:--..--.---....,..---... -.. .., ~-·.· ........,._.._,....,.....,.,...-.. 
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History 
. ' 

The way that Eliphelet got into the business was maki@:m'l~zle loa ... rels. He made 
one for himself, he shot well and others wanted him 1@:.tHt~~~~f2r the~f 

• . • th" • • ,Sf'< • ·-.~~~~~~«·:~ ..... We quit making them m e mtd 1800 s. We starte~:: n m·,, .. ..,~t*i~~i·0: 

Shotguns 

We made the shotgun from the 1870's until 1? 
~: 

We bought John Brown's patent for model fi 
Model JO will be the first that we have s .. .,.· 

~:-:-.: 

.!-~~·:;:· 

.,_~~~l:~f· 

If you have a slide action shotgun w/ no' )iut...serial #starts w/ U it's model I 0. 

·~~:~~!tt¥~' An old shotgun that we sold cheap! 

Model 11 is a S shot autoloader. < 

Sportsman is a 3 shot autoloader-ti 

-.------ -~ - -· - -- ----........ -
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>ubject to Pro1ective 

All 870's & 1 IOO's will always have a suffix_ 

In 1968 we started having prefixes & suffixes. 

From 1932 to 42 we made model 32 side by side 
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Miscellaneous Notes: 

For a credit ref cren cc get call to Greg Drake (8641) 

There are two kinds of barrels-carbine and steel. 
shiney. 

All stocks are walnut except 870 which is birc 
This is part of the distinction betweenBDL en.· 
finish verses satin the finish on the barrel m .,~ 

·we don't have any bolt action Rim Fire 

Three types of bullets are: 
S-Short 
L-Long 
LR-Long Rifle 

Super Mag takes u 
Mag takes up to 3' 
Non Mag (in 11 · 
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.>ubject to Protective 

All parts interchange with youth models. 

700 Rifles are Bolt Action Rifles. 

ADL doesn't have Hinged Floor Plate or Detach 
has to be loaded and reloaded fi"om the top of b'Un .. 

BDL has either Hinged Floor Plate or Detllch 

Shooting School is closed now. We are try· 
adamant can tell them where they are at~~~ 

~$: 
Pam Faulcon handles rebates. ···"' 

Shot group is based on a 3" shot g 

522 wasn't recall. 

742 was the same for ... 

7400 was the same for ... ~ 

: ough and better heat 

Skip Smith if 

This extension is 

won't see unless they take the stock off. 

s v. Remington 
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Do q11:1lity sheets on any quality issues. 

When ordering 710 parts use MKM 
separately. 

If sending out good sized parts (stock, barrel, 
miscall. text put why sending free. 

lmporbl:nt-Get PO number as well as physi 

Cannot shlp paint from here. Angie can 
Angie. 

XP-100-You can't send with a UPS lab 
customer overnight it. 

The Bedding Block is in the action . ..&\¥~~ 

The objective is the front part of 

''""' For scope the screws are called l'-~x · 

·ng 

Just e-mail 

50 & 45 the 45 is new for · means that the bore size-inside barrel is 
.50. 

. --------·---. -- ---~----
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Our Model 700 Rifle is the most popular in the world 

What makes 70-0 or centerfire so good is the 3 ring 
Reciever 
Barrel 
Breach plug 

,?1' 
A couple of years ago someone made s .. :: 
NOT GOOD-DON'T USE THTS!!!!!!!!'··s·· .,. 
the market. The guns blew up-no Of!,~~ed w/ o · 

~~t~r· -~~~~ 
Bullets and powder volume make ®.litira xpe 

$"*·· ad vis ed. ~:·~. :$ 

parameters. 

r for rnuzzleloaders. THIS IS 
ed this in our guns and others in 

~\ eceiver held up. 

tation using parameters is 

munition Manufacturers Institute. This is our governing 
. ent. Fedenil govemmenr has no say in anything. We 

SAMMT makes rei,rularions for this-nor the federal 
n the board ofSAMMI. He was a vice president for 

s v. Remington 
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! 

Calibers are based on two things: 
Diameter of projectile 

Size & shape of brass case , ~-
··\.. '• ' ~:· 

CANNOT EXCHANGE CAL,IBERS EXCEPT 1.~li. · ·.f&~~K.J~STANCES
NEVER INTERCHANGE REMINGTON 300 Y§:1RA MAG'~ 
WINCHESTER 300 ULTRA MAG-USE W (;ALLED FOll 

NEVER INTERCHANGE MAGNUM W .. 
MAG) ~%.i· 

. ·!P:.,ONG RIFLE FOR 
.«~= 

'·.::'!*1.? 

Short and Jong usually interchange with the. · 

The 552 uses LR SHORT OR LONG. · the market that does this. 

Shorter barrel is for shooting slu ·: 

Longer Barrels VS sho . 
inches of each other. Maxi 
go same distance reg_ta,t,., 
the barrel is 21 length'~ 
The basic advant.of 
bnrrtl gives the ti¢.iler 

~ .... :!.'··· 
pass shooting "tjg-i"fow 
better l~,~r;: 

. :~lit~~ 
~~: 

s v. Remington 

'tt, 
ore game has been killed with this 

. . okeless powders bum in the first 13 to 16 
· -'·· ~e obtained in the first 20 inches. Shot wilt 
'l~gth. Shot pattern will be the same wheth~r 

ength iftbe barrel has the same choke constriction. 
.. ·>~:o;:,jfel is that it will swing faster. The longer 

ger siglit radius to be more precise particularly when 
so the longer barrel can often balance certain shotguns 
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Model 700 ·'·==~~~f.ti~t~tf 
·:-:·..... ··::::~::::~:::: .. 

The model 700 was conceived in the late 50's and wa£MiJ~.J!18.rket '~:f:~. It quickly 
became the standard for production firearms. We w .. ..,,tfut:.. ·:::.AP..Prij\luction guns in 
an assembly line. Before tbis guns were done one · e b """"!Mf~i' 

Prior to the 700 we had several bolt action guns. . ·».·., 

predecessors. These were very reliable, accura,.'<··;: t:··.· 
faster, and easier to make. ~~W 

The only difference between rim tire and cert' 
around the outer edge centerfire has the prim 
The self contained cartridge was a huge b! 

.::~· 

One of the key selling features is the Iof~~=. 
Locktime is the time it takes from th~i~.Jigg 
The 700 has a 3 millisecond lockti~j~f 
This is due to the way that the bolt·,,.,.'' 

< 

.... ·.:-::::.;:;.~ ... ..:::
.... :-~:=-

60, and 625 were the 
.i:.s~ned to be better, 

-~!11jf· 
primer. Rimfire has the paste 
~fazJhis makes it reloadable. 

=···r .... e l800's 
~~~==~'.-' . 

The bolt assembly consists of: :. 
Bolt head (contains back side of 
of people call this the bolt plu 

.iis connected to the bolt head. A lot 

Firing Pin 
Firing Pin Spring (or main 
(the plug is held in by a r _' 
When you cock the gun. 
trigger assembly. The s. 
it (bolt goes forward · 
Trigger Assembly-is 
The safety assembtm~ o 
All that our safety ·· · 
Trigger Adjust 

screws to bottom ofreceiver. 
,:itself. 
'§:::::· 
· ~i:eer. 

in front
0

~nd one in the back. 

.~f~nsumers to buy but they should never be a reason for 
.. :fflangerous lo work with. Nonnally don't recommend 

t get any pait of bolt or firing pin assembly. They can get the 
ory restricted due to the lss system. 
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Trigger work should be done only at the factory. Sometimes 
permission from Dennis Sanita for them to do it but not often. 

The bolt locks into the receiver. 
The receiver is the meat & bones of this gun. Ev 
up. Our 3 rings of steel is stronger than anyones. 
far. 

The 3 rings of steel consist of: 

receiver 
barrel 
bolt head 

For excessive head space every bolt ~';di 
The Barrel Lug (also called the re x·;·;;:· 
stabilizes the barreled action in st <>· 

when the barrel is made. 

~ e hammer forge our barrels .. 

This 
This is put on 

On the end of the barrel is .. 
that when you bang the 
would destroy the accu 

Our guns have recessed crowns. This is so 
he barrel. If you did knick the barrel you 

All 700 guns w 
There are n~on t 
Controlled ~ii,·· 
scratches the b~t~~ 

els(not heavy) just blued we put front and rear sites on it. 
• eel barrels. 

/ This feeds by a claw. One bad thing about it is that it. 
,.,~.casing. This is bad forreloaders. In testing the housing 

i=<:<~ .. 'strongest bolt on the market . 
.. ~·· 

s v. Reming1on 
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The parts of the 700 are: 
Stock 
Trigger 
Bolt assembly 
Red ever 
Barrel 

The main differences in the BDL and the ADL 
magazine or a hinged floor plate. 
(The BDL also has the great finish walnut sto 

. 4J: 
There is a new type of fore end tip now. The fl 
on (or back on if just came off) with any two p 

/:~: 
If 11 gun is magnum then it gets a recoil,·:::'. 
plate. Pads have to be fitted. They can u' 
Caution is advised because they can " sup tlie1 
Both butt plates and recoil pads ne~ t 

·, 

They can put them 

ng action or short action get butt 
do have lo be fitted to the !,'lln. 

~oing this . 
. ahidual gull 

Recoil pads are not fitted they ar 
stock. We don't recommend th 
pad on voids the warranty but don't" 

~:..~w 

te'iAifted. Recoil pad has to be cut to fit 
~~ftemselves. (Also putting the recoil 
:~·out of this). 

Trigger guard assembly in 

Inside Hinged Floor Spri agazine Si •• , (doesn't come with a hinged floorplate 
and trigger t,'Uard assem ., .'i>U ore!£." em). 
On top of the magazines . e spring follower. These are specific lo 
caliber, long action, · " .: Extracting and ejecting is done on the bolt 
face. The inside of po Site side of the lug is the extractor. This pulls the 
case out. The eje.. . ., .. ~,. r pin on the bolt face. When gun is fired this 
pin is pushed in ll!imthat ek.Xts the s '"· L Consumers can buy and replace these. 

Jjtf' ·:~t~t 
The ejector paef4~.:" ' 
Ejector Spring"~~ 
Ejector plun 

~ 
A possible pr 
Gun is hard t 

e may have is: 
down. Usually will drill hole to fit ejector in place there 

'es. Can fix with a grinder. 
... that the extractor is not installed properly. We should let them 

.... v~ • 
:;.~~Al-l' this themselves that they are easy to break. 
·i~fk@'bpe on the gun. Sometimes if the screw on the scope base is too 
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The Magazine follower spacer is only for 222 rem an&if.t~-:c.aJ_ibers-
particular caliber bullets ~e really short and the spa$$gol!~~ · 
to take up space ane make it feed correctly. N~:; ·. 

Bolt face parts, ejector and spring are for sale. 

We use rivetless extractors for long action and· 
extractors use riveted extractors, This is an 
through the bolt face. This helps with the 

Normally we suggest that they get a gtJllf..:;;. 

them (unJess its something that they ardt.:. 
The ma!,'llUm needs to be done by 11 gunsmi 

rivet it. iil}W? 
Guns with riveted ex:tractors in smtUWiion 

v~}:-:-;-. 

parts from Jack First (he not only~:.···· 
;.-~ 

They could just change from riv · · 
would modernize the firearm. -. 

ers are old. Consumers can get 
lete parts, he is a great !,runsrnith). 
buying a total boll assembly. This 

The same receiver plug scr :: 
exception is the 7400and t.!Wt '600 (t e 

The 

~.:!Wl1~~·~ 
We don't recommend se~i'!l\filt!iW~&~s. <M*'~' 

. . .... ;$~=~~~~~~~~~~,~~:~-:= 
Our safety is called a/'"' · cli~U'Tu't.~l/we will never make it quieter. 

We just started m 
We do not make 
fil 

Except 
Thenewcust 
system. 11 • 

. ·:.; 

... '.mh11agazine models. in 1993. 
.. agazlfiElittra mags because our current magazines won't 

-~,:~¥~~e Rifle. It is detachable but it is completely different 
.. .:tme . . ·.;t:t 

'" ys has a shiny walnut stock, white line spacers, black fore 
.. ..:: bar plate or a detachable magazine. 

·1 pad and 2 (as opposed to I) black screw holes filled on the 
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Contour barrel is a heavy barrel (sometimes called a bull barr 
diameter. 

We have bull barrels are on the 700 varmint or Send 

All of our varmint guns are short action caliber. 

Long action receivers are physically longer to a 

There are two different kinds ofvannint sloe 
Synthetic-aramid fiber 
Laminate wood -satin finish. 
Laminate wood isthe strongest stock that 

. ~ 

We used to make a walnut vannint sto~~' 

·. ·) is a design feature. People 
the firearm. 

block. This stabilizes the barrel. 

People can bed their owli 
(Voids the warranty OQ the .. ~ 

· or some other material. They do it a lot. 

#.j~)~;~:-.·.. c::>-,~~:" 
Synthetic stoclcs are ~15EmJ.)"fil!tffi.ged flbor plate) . 

. ~1;.~ .. ,::~~~~%~~~l~1t1ti~::-
Wooden stocks sq ..... ' be,~igJitened .. liahd tight. If consumer is adamant about using 
torque pounds t .' '·=··:urd never use more than 35 inch (not foot) pounds but try to 
push hand rig .f 

>-':i*:D can go to 50 inch lbs. Hand tight is fine also. 
~~ 

.... ,~Sendaros are glued on. Consumers must take to a gunsmith 
·· .. .,~on't do it. 

40 years old even, you may notice that the recoil pad may look 
.~ock. This is where the wood has swollen , this is perfectly 
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~· ...... _._ 

A heavy barrel disperses heat much better, (heal is the enemy"' 
with rigidity. 

~

To site a firearm in we suggest that you shoot 3 shot ·~:· 
and shot another group. 

Sendaro has fluting. This i,>ives more surface a 
rigid. 

A classic gun is a variation of a mountain rifle: 
A mountain rifle is a light weight, shorter B .·'·· 
always the same, no monte carlo stodc, no CJl 

The mountain rifle is offered in detacha 
versions. 

All custom shop wooden stocks are 
Synthetic guns are glass (fiberglass 

Synthetic 40x's are aluminum . 

Mark it as restricted on the parts list. 

The bolt plug listed · 
manufactured after tlii~ 

,,_ ,. hd SS) are probably before ISS. The bolt plug 
ed.:; 

----~ ----·---.-.......·----···~.-~ - ---·-------... ··-·-------
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Model 710 

Only gun that we sell that comes with a (Bushnell) s . .':f.:: .. 
..... :. 

This firearm was designed specifically to keep cost/''~~« 
Mayfield plan! was built. 
The idea was also to build a completely differe 
of them. 

The biggest key feature of this firearm is the · 
up. They are hydraulically pressed in-this i 
Since we did this we coiild lock the locking lug 
behind the chamber. We completely by P..,. t_b:~~,,.,.,,. 
Bolts could even be interchanged 710 ta:~ = · ,>:j$i · 
This is the only gun in the history of fir°lff. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
The big difference in this and t 
retaining screw the trigger is co 
replace the other. The recei 

u take out the trigger bracket 

The bolt stop on the 
buy this piece. 

'er insert. You have to replace one to 
the consumer can buy it. 

."ght. Every !,'till uses both. The larger goes 

ustomers do break occasionally and they can 

yon this gtin is the barrel assembly. 

Same with the 

~!OOOOSS7C 
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Model Seven 

This is the other major ceoterfire that Ilion produces. 

Came out in 1987. 
II is a small compact light weight centerfirc rifle. 
Model seven was our first light weight rifle that 
It was based on the 700 but it wasn't the 700. 

The main difference in the 700 and the seve ,. 
has always been short action-it will never bi· 
we are pretty sure that there will never be on . 

Model seven works just like the 700 bo s><. 

and rear screw . The trigger works Che 
The model seven has a bolt release j~.J,ike 
bolt handle down cocks the gun. . .. ~,.~•'you c:Ock 
the bolt body does, and it turns int · ' t 
happen. 

plate that is held in by from . 
e NOT interchangeable. 
· pin assembly, pushing the 

the firing pin doesn't tum-only 
This makes the boom 

In 2000 we changed w: 
had a standard 18 V. 6 · 
the 260 caliber mo · It 

. .. arrel on this gun. Before this back to 1998 we 
·· ·:\ this change was mainly to gain accuracy on 
,.ccuracy in all calibers. 
·:· 

.{~:."!:.-:. • • 'lo·,, 

w.·. e rear scope base screw hole to a two piece for those that 
r must specify the old style (1 screw-or 3 total) or the new 

igger diameter (but not as heavy as a bull) barrel 

·h.-..-ven model 
~""" 
· . The stock goes all the way to the very end of the barrel on 

. ·· s short action. right hand only. Jt is offered in 5 or 6 calibers. 
srn l statured people. 

said to be "the ultimate white tail deer gun" 
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Over and Unders 
Our over and under ONLY comes in 12 gauge_ 

Over 11.Ild unders-break actioD--are the oldest mode 

332 will look basically like the 300. 

All pans must stay with the same gun. CAN: -'1o . 

If they need a new bbl set they must send in:y 
the fore end and all other parts work with the 

This is a field ,b>Un but you can sho 

Trouble shooting 

;, ock Tfthe operating handle gets over 
etting worn. (The operating handle to the 

working on them in 

These guns show w 
not to fire. 
One thing that 
FederaL WER 
PRIMERS!!!!! 

er and under that we made. We are still 

This will cause the b'lln 

THIS JS BAD FOR THE FIRING 

The over and under has a 

· 't correct then the stock will crack_ 
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.:)ubject to Protective 

Shotguns 
Model 332 Over and Under Shoti,>uns (page 3) 
Model SP-10 Autoloading Shotb•1.ms {page 3) 
Model 11-87 aPremier" Autoloading Shotguns (pa ·~~: ~ 
Model 11-87 Special Purpose Magnum Synthetic ·,;.-:;loading Sh.~'t ·l)s (page 4) 
Model 11-87 Special Purpose Magnum Autoload· ns (page 5) 
Model 1100 Target Shotguns Autoloader (pag 
Model 1100 Synthetic Autoloading Shot_.guns 
(page 7) 
Model 870 WmgmasterPump Action Shotgtl, 
Model 870 Special Purpose Magnum Synthetic 
(page 8) 
Model 870 Police Guns 3" Magnum ShQ v-•-
Model 870 Express Super Magnum Pu~ 
(page 9) _.,,.,_ --,_ .. , 
Model 870 Express Pump Action S . ,:w ' 

Model SP-10 Extra Barrels- 3 Y. C 
Model 11-87 Extra Barrels- 3" _ 
barrels) 

Extra Barrels 

__ ,::~{page 10) 

t 
'ave ventilated ribs except deer 

Model SP-10 Extra Barrels
Model 11-87 Extra B 
barrels) (page 11) 

en 'b) (page 9) 

Model 11-87 Super Ma 
Model 1100 Extra Barrels 
(page 12) i~·· 
Model 870 Extra Ba ~:" 
barrels) (page 13) if@~ 
Model 870 Extra ~ ... 

Barrels have ventilated ribs except deer 

1/2" Chambers (page 12) 
·,;:Ventilated ribs except deer barrels) 

erS')~ll barrels have Ventilated ribs except deer 
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Rifles 

Model 700 Rifles 700 Is bolt action 
Model 700 ADL (Deluxe, Synthetic, Synthetic Y 
Model 700 Classic {LTD Edition) (page 14) 
Model 700 BDL Custom Deluxe (page 14) 
Model 700 BDL (Custom Deluxe, Left-hand) 
Model 700 BDL SS (Stainless Synthetic) (p 
Model 700 Realtree Hardwoods Camo (S 
Model 700 I.SS (Laminated Stock, Stainless 
Model 700 Mountain LSS (Laminated Stock 
Model 700 Titanium Ultimate Lightwei -<: 

.Jcli~ Model 700 Etronx: Long Range Centemr.~P,._. 
Model 700 Long Range Ccnterfire B9)t _Actf 
Model 700 Centerfire Bolt Action R:Jl~ Wi~h De Magazine (page 18) 
Model 700 In-Line Muzzleloading · Synt~et1c Stock) (page 18) 
Model 710 Centerfire Sportsman 'fl ~- ge 19) 
Model Seven Centerfire Lightw _ s (page 19) 
Model Seven Magnum Short A fweight Bolt Action Rifles 
(page 19) 
Model 7400 Autoloading RiM; 

~~ Model 7600 Pump-Action . , 
Model 597 Autoloacling ~-. ire Rifles 
Model 597 Autoloading :-:· ,'rJIC Target 
Classic Rimfire Repeatii'lgt{ •. 

0::-'¢.~ 
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Subjec11o Pro1ective 

Custom Guns 

Remington No. I Rolling Block (page 22) 
Model 700 APR (A.fiican Plains Rifle) (page 22) 
Model 700 A WR (Alaskan Wilderness Rifle) 
Model 700 ABG (African Big Game Rifle) (PC;. 

Custom Shop High Grade Guns 

Model 700 Custom Rifle (page 23) 
Model 40-XR Custom Sporter (page 23) 
Model 700 Custom KS (Aramid Fiber .' · 
Model 700 Custom KS Stainless Mouri a 
(page 24) ~%:. 
Model 700 Custom KS Safari Grad <- e 
Model 700 Custom KS Safari Stai 
Model Seven Custom KS (page~ 
Model Seven AWR (Alaskan · 
Model Seven Custom MS (page · 
Model 40-X Series Rifles (page 
Custom Shop High Grade S 
Custom Shop Options-Ins~· . 
(page 27) ~~=~ 

..$:~ ........ 

;~::~~=: ,,. 

~t'(page 24) 
Fiber Stock, Stainless Action) 
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